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NORTHWEST BORN ARTIST LAUNCHES NEW ONLINE GALLERY AND WEB STORE
Iconoclastic artist premiers work to public through new online platform
Sequim, WA (October 19, 2012)— This week, Washington native, Geri Lindsey, launches her
new online gallery and web store. Geri Lindsey’s extensive body of work has been developed for
over five decades. While Lindsey’s paintings and photography can be found in private collections
around the world, this new platform will directly introduce her work to a much wider public
audience.
The online gallery, http://www.gerilindsey.com, will feature new work from Lindsey every two
weeks. Visitors are invited to return and ‘tour’ the gallery on a regular basis. The gallery will
feature Lindsey’s large-scale nudes, her signature ‘Morning Arias’, digitally reproduced
‘Fragments’ of pre-existing paintings, photography, and a line of all-occasion greeting cards that
embodies her work.
ABOUT THE ARTIST
A native of the Pacific Northwest, known to many as a dynamic force of nature with a fierce love
of life, Geri Lindsey has been cultivating her practice as an artist since she was a child. A former
model with Sports Illustrated, Vogue and a past Miss Washington (1953), Lindsey’s eclectic life
story includes extensive travel and time on the road that began during her teens and twenties.
Those early years of travel impacted her vision and her work to this day.
“I want people to be happy everyday, to feel the joy and spirit in the paintings they purchase.” –
Geri Lindsey
Lindsey’s primary artistic influences include Arnold Mesches and Richard Diebenkorn, whom she
studied with in LA during the 1960’s, as well as Pierre Bonnard, Claude Monet, Julian Schnabel
and Joan Mitchell.
Geri’s works can be found in private collections across North America, including New York, Sun
Valley, Seattle, San Francisco and Los Angeles, and also in international collections in Europe
and Japan. She has also created large-scale commissioned pieces and collection series for
public spaces and businesses.
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